
C a l a fat e  &  t h e  G l a C i e r s  h O t e l s

eOlO

Thirty minutes away from El Calafate, on the way to Perito Moreno Glacier, Eolo is strategically located in La Anita valley. 

It stretches over a 3,000 hectare property. Eolo is a country lodge, comfortable and spacious like the ancient Patagonian 

“estancias”, but benefiting from the modern comfort thanks to its recent opening. It was designed to share and experience 

unique sensations and the pleasure felt through the beauty of simple things.

It has an all inclusive service: lodging, gastronomy, excursions and transfers.

lOs saUCes

Los Sauces is a 10–acre Patagonian farm overlooking Argentina Lake. It offers 5-star luxury and comfort in a dramatic, 

natural setting.

Guest suites are situated within the farm buildings, which feature open fires and views of Mount Calafate. All rooms have 

a 42’ LCD TV, Wi-Fi, minibar and hydro bathtub, and are decorated with paintings by well-known Argentine artists.

Restaurant La Comarca offers fine dining in a relaxing, homey environment. It serves a gourmet menu of local specialties, 

including Patagonian lamb and Fueguine spider crab.

The Hotel’s Club House features a library and a game room, and provides far-reaching views out over the lake to Solitaria 

Island. There is also an indoor pool, a gym and a spa and health club.

KaU YatUN 

A four-hectare park just some blocks from the town where you can rest and enjoy the landscape at the foot of Calafate 

hill.  It turn from the old main building of the ‘Estancia 25 de mayo’ into one of the most traditional hotels in Patagonia 

during the last twenty five years, preserving the elegant country style and the first settlers’ generous hospitality. At 



present, it offer you the complete comfort of a four-star hotel.

The hotel has two restaurants, reading room, video and internet, laundry service, boutique, room service, transfers, 

excursions and children games.

KOsteN aiKe

It is locates in downtown. Prominent argentine artists recreated the ancestral Tehuelche designs making their contribution 

to this hotel, where each corner speaks about the Patagonia. 88 rooms, decorated with the outmost comfort details offer 

the guests a complete relaxing stay. It has a restaurante, a bar and a gym

esPleNDOr

The unique identity of this hotel lies in its contemporary focus towards Patagonian elements, designed with superior 

furnishings of the finest material: incense timbers, plasters made with native sands, stones and fabrics fused together 

with current materials such as resin, polyester, colored fibers and the veneers of refurbished woods. The studio of 

Plan Arquitectura (Mauro Bernardini, Cecilia Timossi) was in charge of the Architecture and Interior Design Project of 

Esplendor El Calafate. For the hotel’s interior, Plan Arquitectura looked to implement originality fused with elements 

that described a city near the end of the world. For this reason, the studio summoned important painters, sculptors, and 

designer to participate in the work. Diverse areas of the hotel complement one another with a shared mystical vision 

of the eternal traveler seeking new adventures. Thus, the hotel Esplendor El Calafate takes on a new dimension, with a 

unique texture both authentic and special.



iMaGO

Each of our 54 rooms transmit Imago’s Hotel & Spa very singular identity. The spacious rooms have their own signature 

decoration and combine exquisite colors and textures, that elegantly harmonize stone, wood and marble.

Imago Hotel & Spa also offers technology for communication and entertainment through its wide band satellite internet 

connection. The hotel also caters a room for guests with limited mobility.

All rooms offer attractive views to the Argentino Lake and the rolling hills beyond.

NiBePO aiKe

Standing within the National Park Los Glaciares, Nibepo Aike is a typical pioneer estancia of the early twentieth century. 

Its main activity is beef cattle, with some sheep as a secondary line. Guests are served typical food, based on the estancia’s 

own production of both meat and vegetables. Activities included: Horse-riding, trekking, excursions on the lake and to 

view the glaciers.

It has an all inclusive service: lodging, gastronomy, excursions and transfers.

helsiNGfOrs raNCh

The lodge is surrounded by a majestic natural landscape, protected by lush woods which give way to a panoramic view of 

the lake, Mount Fitz Roy and the Andes Mountains. It has 8 rooms with a private bathroom, decorated and designed with 

an exquisite taste, combining colors and textures that blend in with the environment. Tours are exclusive for Helsingfors 

guests and are conducted with a bilingual guide: Navigations, trekking or horseback riding. It has an All inclusive service: 

lodging, gastronomy, excursions and transfers.



Pilar raNCh

Hostería El Pilar is located in the Valle del Ro de las Vueltas 17 km from El Chaltén. It is a privileged place since it is 

far from the most frequently visited attractions of the area and a starting point for many paths. Surrounded by a thick 

forest of native trees we find the recreation of an antique Patagonian country house, similar to the ones inhabited by the 

pioneers who populated the Patagonia. The bar, the dining room, the library and even the kitchen are all of free access to 

guests, who will feel as if they were at home.

lOs CerrOs

Hotel Los Cerros stands in the middle of a wild and exuberant Nature, creating a harmonic dialogue between its architecture 

and the surrounding landscape. The Hotel surprises with its details of comfort and refinement, its panoramic views of Ro 

de las Vueltas and El Chaltén, its regional cuisine of international level, and the personalized and dedicated attention of 

its professional staff. It has an All inclusive service: lodging, gastronomy, excursions and transfers.


